
are available, but the results concerning ice emergence (vertical
motion) are not yet available. Analysis of the data obtained
during the last three summer field seasons will continue during
the next year.

Some conclusions can be drawn from the preliminary data:
• The Allan Hills icefield appears to be stagnant in the

vicinity of high meteorite concentration.
• The ice flowing into the icefield from the plateau tends to

decrease in velocity as it approaches the Allan Hills.
• Within the limits of measurement error, the annual rate of

flow along the triangulation network is about 1 meter per
year at the westernmost stations.

• Along the network, the ice flows toward the east for those
stations located 5 kilometers or more to the west of the
Allan Hills; the direction of flow for those stations closer to
the Allan Hills is undefined.

• The annual rate of ablation averages about 4-5 centimeters.
In summary, it can be concluded that the Allan Hills icefield is

essentially stagnant and has been a rather efficient concentrator
of meteorite fragments.

This work is supported by the National Science Foundation,
grant DPP 78-21104, the National Aeronautics and Space Admin-
istration, and the Max Plank Institut für Chemie.
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Gravity measurements across the
Allan Hills main meteorite

collecting area

R. E FUDALI

Smithsonian Institution
Washington, D. C. 20560

hampering operations. The instrument contained an internal
heating element. When not in use, the sleeved instrument was
kept in a heavily insulated box with the heat on continuously, 24
hours a day, during the 4-day survey. Nevertheless, instrument
drift was ito 1.5 milligals per day (30 times the normal drift rate
claimed by the manufacturer) and stations were reoccupied as
often as possible to monitor this drift. In addition to drift correc-
tions, the raw gravity data have been corrected for station dif -
ferences in latitude and elevation and for a north-south regional
trend of approximately 1 milligal per kilometer (decreasing to

As part of the continuing effort to delineate the meteorite
concentration mechanism at the Allan Hills, gravity measure-
ments were made at all 24 stations of the previously established
triangulation network across the main icefield (figure 1). Eight
additional stations were occupied on bedrock from the north-
ernmost tip of the Allan Hills south to Carapace Nunatak, to
help define any regional gravity trend. Elevation control for
these stations was provided by two Baromec barometers. The
purpose of this project was to determine ice thicknesses and
thus the configuration of the ice/bedrock interface beneath the
triangulation network.

Attempts to measure ice thicknesses directly at Allan Hills
have been largely unsuccessful. Using a U.S. Army Cold Re-
gions Research and Engineering Laboratory 275-megahertz im-
pulse radar profiling system (also called a radio-echo sounder),
Kovacs (1980) measured the ice thickness at four points on the
triangulation network. However, one of the points was very
close to outcropping bedrock (making the ice thickness, natu-
rally, very small), and the signal-to-noise ratio for two other
measurements was so poor that the reported values are highly
questionable (in fact, they are inconsistent with the new gravity
data). Our field party tried using a similar radio-echo sounder at
Allan Hills during January 1982, with no success. Kovacs' one
radar-derived value that appears to be good gives an ice thick-
ness of 130 meters at station 3. This provides a single calibration
point for the gravity data.

The instrument used for the gravity survey was a LaCoste
and Romberg model C meter (G-68). An ensulite sleeve fitted to
the instrument afforded good protection from the wind without Figure 1. Allan Hills triangulation network.
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Relative gravity values, depths to bedrock, and Ice thickness at
stations In the Allan Hills triangulation network

	

Depth	Ice
Difference in	below	thickness

gravity relative	datum to	above	Total ice
to station 2	bedrock	datum	thicknessa

Station	(milligals)	(meters)	(meters)	(meters)

-0.3	-	-	-

- 6.6	93	36	130
- 5.4	76	46	120
- 9.2	129	43	170

6	-19.3	271	44	315
7	-22.9	314	42	355
8	-36.5	512	37	550
9	-16.9	237	39	275

10	-19.5	274	35	310

11	-25.8	362	35	395
12	-21.2	297	121	420
13	-21.8	306	98	405
14	-26.6	373	104	475
15	-28.5	400	137	535

16	-38.1	535	112	645
17	-35.1	492	165	655
18	-49.9	700	158	860
19	-53.7	753	165	920
20	-59.1	829	161	990

A	-29.7	416	16	430
B	-26.0	365	17	380
C	-31.2	437	11	450
D	-34.6	485	19	505

8 Rounded to the nearest 0 or 5 in the third figure.

the south). Terrain effects were negligible for all stations except
stations 1 and 2, where corrections of + 2.0 and + 0.5 milligals,
respectively, were estimated on the basis of field observations
and the two-dimensional technique of Hubbert (1948).

All gravity values reported in this article are relative to station
2, which was chosen as a convenient base station. This base also
defines the elevation of the datum plane to which all the stations
were brought by applying combined free-air and Bouguer ele-
vation corrections. The use of relative data eliminates a major
source of uncertainty in most antarctic gravity studies-the
paucity of accurate absolute elevations. The corrected relative
gravity values are listed in the table and are plotted as two east-
west trending profiles in figure 2. The sharp drop of 60 milligals
in the gravity profiles from east to west must largely reflect the
slope of the ice/bedrock interface in this direction; there can be
no significant slope to this interface in the north-south direction
because there is no large, systematic offset between the two
profiles.

If the regional gravity trend can be correctly removed, and if
there are no significant local bedrock density contrasts, the ice
thickness at each station can be calculated from the gravity data,
provided only that the ice/bedrock density contrast is known.
The north-south regional decline has been removed from the
gravity signature; however, there are no data bearing on an east-
west component of the regional trend. Nor is there any direct
way of establishing the presence or absence of local bedrock

anomalies, although, except for the dip defined by stations 7, 8,
and 11, the reasonably smooth decline in the gravity profiles
argues against the presence of any large local anomalies. For
purposes of modeling the ice/bedrock interface, I have assumed
no east-west regional trend and no local bedrock anomalies.

Differences in ice thickness (below the datum plane) between
any two stations can be calculated from the formula:

At = tgI27rGo,

where A t is the difference in ice thickness and Ag is the dif-
ference in gravity between two stations, G is the gravitational
constant, and cr is the ice/bedrock density contrast. When At is
in meters and tg is in milligals, the formula reduces to:

At = g/.04193a.

The formula is a variation of that used for calculating the effect of
a horizontal sheet of infinite extent. For sloping surfaces, it is
reputed (Nettleton 1976) to be accurate to better than 3 percent
for slopes that are less than one in five (all the bedrock slopes
calculated herein are less than one in five, and most are much
less). In practice it is convenient to choose one station on bed-
rock (t 0) to calculate ice thickness directly at the other
stations. I have determined cr by simply varying its value in the
second equation until the gravity-derived thickness approaches
130 meters at station 3 (the radar-derived value). The con-
comitant value of r is 1.7 grams per cubic centimeter. Although
it is only necessary that the ice/bedrock density contrast be
known, it may be worth noting that the ice density is an invaria-
ble 0.9 grams per cubic centimeter, so the bedrock density
should be 2.6 grams per cubic centimeter-close to the average
crustal value of 2.67 commonly used for antarctic gravity reduc-
tions. Calculated ice thicknesses are given in the table and are
plotted as profiles in figure 3.

If there is an east-west slant to the regional gravity field, its
removal would systematically affect the bedrock profiles (figure
3) by pivoting them up or down about two horizontal north-
south axes passing through stations 1 and 2. This would not
change the profile shapes, only their tilt. Thus, any conclusions
based on these profile shapes (figure 3) should be valid,
whether or not there is an east-west trend.

I
DISTANCE

Figure 2. Projected gravity profiles along straight lines joining sta-
tions 2 and 20 (solid line) and 1 and 19 (dashed line).
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Figure 3. Profiles of the ice surface and the underlying ice/bedrock
interface. Vertical exaggeration approximately 3 x.

The one area where one could plausibly argue for a local
negative bedrock anomaly is modeled as a basin imposed on the
sloping bedrock surface in the upper profile (2-20). Whatever it
is, it dies away rapidly to the southeast and also to the northwest
(as evidenced by the gravity values at stations A, B, C, and D,
which are not plotted on the profiles) and, therefore, cannot be
a regional barrier to ice movement. It does, however, encom-
pass the area that contained the highest density of meteorites, a
gentle basin in the ice surface (not shown well by the profile
stations). The lower profile (1-19) is more applicable to the entire
area of interest.

Although the upper profile shows the "basin" situated di-
rectly in front of the ice surface monocline, the basin actually
strikes obliquely away from the monocline in an east-southeast
direction and cannot be a controlling factor in the monocline's
development. The long, north-south trending ice monocline
apparently has a much more subtle cause—the relatively low,
gentle ridge situated directly below the monocline on both
profiles. It is highly unlikely that this is coincidental; instead, it
appears to be a good illustration of the effects of subtle bedrock
structure on the overlying ice surface.

One can conclude from these profiles that if the (exposed)
Allan Hills act as a barrier to ice movement, then clearly the
barrier must begin much further west, where comparable bed-
rock slopes are present. This conclusion is consistent with the
most recent surface reconnaissance which has delineated mete-
orite concentrations approximately 35 kilometers west of the
Allan Hills. The presense of meteorite concentrations implies
that horizontal ice movement is impeded at least this far away
from the exposed barrier. However, the conclusion apparently
conflicts with the preliminary horizontal ice flow rates deter-
mined by a resurvey of the triangulation network after 1 year.
Nishio and Annexstad (1980) reported that horizontal ice move-
ment varies from essentially zero immediately adjacent to the
Allan Hills (exposed) barrier to a maximum of 2.5 meters per
year at the western end of the network. Nishio and Annexstad
also plotted horizontal direction vectors of ice movement and
reported that vertical rates and surface ablation were compara-
ble at a few centimeters per year. Taken at face value, these rates
and directions indicate that there is an enormous amount of ice
flowing into the main meteorite collecting area and very little
ice flowing out or otherwise being removed. Given the in-
compressibility of ice, this seems to present an extremely unsta-
ble situation (analogous to blowing up a balloon) that could not
be extrapolated backward in time very far. It will be interesting
to see whether or not additional remeasurements confirm these
reported ice movement rates and directions.

This work was supported by National Science Foundation
grant DPP 78-21104 to W. A. Cassidy. I am indebted to the other
members of the field party (Ghislaine Crozaz, Ursula Marvin,
and John Schutt) for their aid in the survey, to R. Tingey (Bureau
of Mineral Resources, Canberra) for loaning me the barometers,
and to Claude Wessells (National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration) for loaning me the C meter.
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